MAINELY PORTRAITS

MAINELY PORTRAITS
be yourself and let’s create
original fine art of your family
intimate moments, authentic connections, creating a legacy for you and your family

celebrate all of you
Let’s tell your stories in photographs.

joan beard photography
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telling your story

Wear the clothes you love to wear.
Do things that allow you to feel wonderful.
Choose a place that is meaningful to you.
Relax, hang out and create lasting memories through photographs.

during our time together
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My number one priority is to make
people feel comfortable and open in
front of the camera.
Planning out our time together allows
us to create a great atmosphere where
I can capture your individuality.
Each person photographed feels the
warmth and respect I have for him or
her.
When the subject feels known, the
photographs radiate with authenticity
and a visual story unfolds.
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Customized Fine Art Sessions

Group Portrait sessions start at $350 per hour of
photography.
Additional hours are $250
Custom Fine Art Photo Shoots include:
5 Custom Fine Art High-Res files per hour of
photography with light retouching

Be Yourselves Multi Special
For the Custom Individual Be
Yourselves Portrait Exploration the
price is $400 The photo shot is 90
minutes with optional wardrobe
changes and location changes.
This includes 6 final digital images
The focus is on exploring the range
of your identity.

Custom pre-planning phone session
Custom Online Gallery for you to view and star your favorite
images with friends and family.

Fine Art Presentations
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"From my initial contact to the receipt of the finished product Joan exemplified a caring creative professional. The
finished product exceeded my wildest expectation. The images both capture my family perfectly and represent
gallery quality art. I am so thankful that I choose to capture this moment in our lives with the work of Joan Beard. "

*Marie chose the images on the right to create a custom installation for her home!
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Custom fine art acrylic mounts and box mounts

Custom Fine Art Acrylic Mounts: Color or B&W with non glare or glossy finish
8 x 12

$300

15x15

$525

12 x 18

$375

20 x 30

$775

Custom Fine Art Framed Boxes for shelf or wall displays
8 x 12

$275

10 x 15

$375

10 x10

$325

15 x15

$450
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Fine Art Prints and custom fine art books
Custom Fine Art Print Prices: Color or B&W, Matter of Glossy.
8 x 12

$175

16 x 24

$325

12 x 18

$250

20 x 30

$450

Discounts available for multiple prints of the same image.
Custom Fine Art Books: Best value for many custom fine art images!
Prices shown for 16 spreads
8x8

$500

12x12

$700

10 x 10

$600

Additional spreads are $35 for 12x12, $30 for 10x10, and $25 for 8x8
Basic retouching included with Fine Art Prints and imagery displayed in Custom Fine Art
Books.
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Fine Art Photographic Portraits

Create Fine Art Portraits for your home and the homes of your family members.
To create a wide range of choices, allow time to let yourself and your loved ones
relax into the photo shoot and have fun together. Let’s spend time telling your story!

